It is difficult to interpolate river channel topography due to complex anisotropy. As the anisotropy is often caused by river flow, especially the hydrodynamic and transport mechanisms, it is reasonable to incorporate flow velocity into topography interpolator for decreasing the effect of anisotropy. In this study, two new distance metrics defined as the time taken by water flow to travel between two locations are developed, and replace the spatial distance metric or Euclidean distance that is currently used to interpolate topography. One is a shortest temporal distance (STD) metric. The temporal distance (TD) of a path between two nodes is calculated by spatial distance divided by the tangent component of flow velocity along the path, and the STD is searched using the Dijkstra algorithm in all possible paths between two nodes. The other is a modified shortest temporal distance (MSTD) metric in which both the tangent and normal components of flow velocity were combined. They are used to construct the methods for the interpolation of river channel topography. The proposed methods are used to generate the topography of Wuhan Section of Changjiang River and compared with Universal Kriging (UK) and Inverse Distance Weighting (IDW). The results clearly showed that the STD and MSTD based on flow velocity were reliable spatial interpolators. The MSTD, followed by the STD, presents improvement in prediction accuracy relative to both UK and IDW.
Introduction
Topographic data of rivers play an important role in modeling and simulating the flow (Harvey and Bencala, 1993) , the transport of sediments and pollutants (Marzadri et al., 2014; Wildhaber et al., 2014) , the stream-aquifer interactions (Shope et al., 2012) , and the hydrologic response of a basin (Mejia and Reed, 2011) . These data are typically obtained by conventional ground-based surveys based on transverse profiles, also known as crosssections, at locations selected to capture salient features of the topography (Legleiter and Kyriakidis, 2008) . The data obtained are often sparse and discrete, and the interpolation and extrapolation must be implemented for satisfying the requirements of modeling and simulation. Inverse Distance Weighting (IDW), Spline, Kriging and their derivatives are the most common spatial prediction techniques (Merwade, 2009; Schwendel et al., 2012) , but the strong anisotropy that exists in the topography of river channels makes it difficult to predict the topography using those methods (Legleiter and Kyriakidis, 2008) .
For the anisotropy of river channel topography, one possible solution is to remove certain trends from the original data. Merwade (2009) presented a method for calculating the trend of river bathymetry by transforming the Cartesian coordinates to body-fitted coordinates based on the meandering nature of river along the centerline or river bank. This bathymetric trend was then removed before interpolation using the typical IDW, Kriging and Spline methods. Legleiter and Kyriakidis (2008) developed a suite of Kriging algorithms that were appropriate for various combinations of channel morphology features based on the coordinate transformation from Cartesian coordinates to a channel-centered system. Additionally, Rivest et al. (2012) presented a Kriging method improved by a coordinate transformation based on natural flow coordinates and alternative flow coordinates for solute concentration maps prediction, which provided better mapping than Kriging on Cartesian coordinates for a 3-D problem.
The other main method is to find a non-Euclidean distance to replace the Euclidean distance which is typically used by default in spatial interpolators. Gardner et al. (2003) temperature by comparing three different geostatistical metrics in Kriging: the shortest path, the distances along the stream network, and a modified network system in which the distances were weighted by stream order. Hoef et al. (2006) developed models that incorporated flow and stream distance by using spatial moving averages, and showed that models using flow might be more appropriate than models that only use stream distance. Babak and Deutsch (2008) provided an approach to integrate statistical control into IDW, which could replace the integrated Euclidean distance in IDW, and presented its potential use in the case of variogram misspecification. Boisvert and Deutsch (2011b) presented a new method for incorporating locally varying anisotropy in Kriging and IDW, in which the shortest anisotropic path distance (SPD) between locations was used. Boisvert and Deutsch (2011a) applied this technique in modeling locally varying anisotropy of CO 2 emissions in the United States, and the results showed an improvement in cross validation. Based on the SPD, Li et al. (2014) also developed a method which used shortest wind-field path distance (SWPD) to replace the Euclidean distance in IDW. This method generated estimation surfaces for the particulate matter concentrations in the urban study area.
For all of the approaches implemented in the above studies, the spatial distance was used in the interpolator technique. However, for the river systems, anisotropy is often the result of hydrodynamic or transport mechanisms, and the principal axes of the anisotropy are determined by the direction of flow (Kitanidis, 1997) . Therefore, the flow velocity may be introduced into topography interpolator for decreasing the effect of anisotropy. This study developed a technique for solving the anisotropy of river channel topography using the temporal distance metrics defined as the time cost that flow travelled between two nodes. The temporal distance metrics were presented to replace the spatial distances that are often used in regular spatial interpolators. The corresponding interpolation methods were developed, and used to predict the topography of a river channel in the study area. In addition, comparisons were made among the performances of the STD, MSTD, Universal Kriging (UK) and Inverse Distance Weighting (IDW).
Study area
Topography samples of the channel were collected at the Wuhan Section of Changjiang River at Wuhan city, Hubei Province, China (Fig. 1) . The section is located at the center of Changjiang River downstream of Three Gorges Dam, which is an area of great concern to government agencies and the public. The fine-scale and accurate river channel topography data is critical for a variety of research projects in this important river system. The length of the section is 42 km with the mean width 1.8 km. The substrate type is mainly the sandy and silty sediments. The expected resolution of topography is 50 Â 50 m, and a 440 Â 346 grid was generated to cover the study area, which yielded 22176 valid nodes within the river channel. Fig. 2 shows the elevations of the 1183 samples (mean 9.8 m and standard deviation 6.53 m), which were surveyed by the Changjiang Waterway Bureau (CWB) in April 2000.
Methodology

The shortest temporal distance method (STD)
In most situations, the default spatial distance (SD) between a pair of nodes is calculated by Eq. (1).
where S AB is the spatial distance between nodes A and B (m); Dx and Dy are the horizontal and vertical spatial distances between nodes A and B (m). For the rivers, the flow is the critical factor causing channel topographic change, which is obviously distributed along the thalweg and streamline and is not identical in all spatial directions. The anisotropy is often the result of hydrodynamic or transport mechanisms, and the principal axes of the anisotropy are determined by the direction of flow (Kitanidis, 1997) . In this study, a temporal distance is defined as the time cost that the flow travelled between two nodes. When this temporal distance is used in the interpolator, the effect of the anisotropy will significantly decrease. The corresponding shortest temporal distance method (STD) was developed through the following steps (Fig. 3 ).
Step 1: Generate the flow field. Based on the topography of the river channel generated by IDW (Babak and Deutsch, 2008) , the flow field of river was generated by the hydrodynamic model developed in our previous studies (Zhang et al., 2012) ; though other models, such as Delft3D (Rinaldi et al., 2008) and Mike21 (Warren and Bach, 1992) , could have also been used. The topography data generated by IDW are not very accurate but are widely used to perform hydrodynamic simulations in many studies (Ng et al., 2010) .
Step 2: Calculate the temporal distance between two neighboring nodes. This is calculated by Eq. (2), whose derivation is given in Fig. 4 . The TDs between all neighboring nodes are calculated in this study.
where T AB is the temporal distance between node A and its neighbor B(s); u A and v A are the horizontal and vertical speed of flow in the river at node A (m/s); u B and v B are the horizontal and vertical speed of flow in the river at node B (m/s).
Step 3: Find the shortest temporal distance from node to sample. Calculate the shortest temporal distance T ij from a node (i) to a sample (j) using the Dijkstra algorithm (DlJKSTRA, 1959) . The Dijkstra algorithm is an algorithm for finding the shortest paths between nodes in a weighted graph where the weighting is the inverse of TD between two neighboring nodes. Repeating the process for each pair of node and sample.
Step 4: Predict the river channel topography. The top n shortest temporal distance samples were selected for a node (i), and its topography was predicted using Eq. (3). Repeating the process for every node yields the topography of the entire river channel.
where z Ã is the predicted topography of a node (m); n represents the number of samples chosen for prediction; z i represents the elevation sample at location i (m), and k i is the weight which is calculated by Eq. (4).
where T i is the shortest temporal distance between a node and the sample i(s).
The modified shortest temporal distance method (MSTD)
In the shortest temporal distance method mentioned above, the temporal distance between two nodes is equal to their spatial distance divided by the component of the average flow velocity along the tangent (parallel) direction of those two nodes. The normal (perpendicular) component of average velocity is neglected, which may decrease the accuracy because the normal component takes the flow away from the tangential direction, and makes the flow move along the combined direction. To improve the accuracy of the method, it may be helpful to include a penalty function in Eq. (2), and the modified temporal distance (MTD) is shown in Eq. (5). A more detailed derivation is shown in Fig. 4 . If the TD calculation above is replaced by the MTD, the modified shortest temporal distance method (MSTD) is obtained.
where P is the penalty coefficient (s).
Inverse distance weighting (IDW) and Universal Kriging (UK)
The IDW and UK are implemented to compare the results with those obtained using STD and MSTD. IDW is a deterministic and robust interpolation method that estimates values with a weighted average of values of sample data points, with weighting factors proportional to the inverse distance. It is one of the simplest and most popular interpolation techniques (Babak and Deutsch, 2008) .
Kriging is a method of interpolation which gives the best linear unbiased prediction of the intermediate values, and is widely used in the spatial analysis. Ordinary Kriging (OK) assumes the constant mean is unknown, and is the most generally used of the Kriging methods. UK assumes a general polynomial trend model which is used to remove the trend from the data by subtracting it from the original measured point (Goovaerts, 1997) . Once the model is fit to the random errors, the polynomial is added back to the predictions to give meaningful results. Due to the obvious trend in the topography of a river channel that goes along with thalweg, the trend obtained by UK with first-or second-order polynomials is a better choice than the trend obtained with Ordinary Kriging (Legleiter and Kyriakidis, 2008) .
The IDW and UK are carried out by the Geostatistics Analyst tool of ArcGIS 9.3. 
Results
Generation of flow field
Based on the topography of the river channel interpolated by IDW using ArcGIS, a DEM-based hydrodynamic model was used to generate the flow field and had been validated in our previous study (Zhang et al., 2012) . The flow field of the Wuhan section of the Changjiang River is shown in Fig. 5 and was used in the STD and MSTD analysis.
Calculating the spatial distance and temporal distance
Based on the flow field, the SD, TD and MTD between nodes were calculated by Eqs. (1), (2) and (5). Using the node (X = 10,000 m, Y = 5800 m) as an example, the SD field from each node of the grid to that specific node is shown in Fig. 6a . The SDs presents an obvious circle that is independent of the flow field shown in Fig. 5 . Therefore, the interpolator based on SD would give a poor prediction of river channel topography. The TDs presents a rectangle, which is approximately in accordance with the flow (Fig. 6b) ; and the MSD presents a diamond, which is more accurately in accordance with the flow direction (Fig. 6c) .
Semivariogram
A semivariogram is one of the significant functions to indicate spatial correlation in observations measured at sample locations. It is often calculated by Eq. (6) in Kriging (Legleiter and Kyriakidis, 2008) .
where Z i is the elevation of sample at location i (m); Z i+h is the elevation of another sample at a distance h from i (m); and N h is the number of data pairs at a distance h.
The semivariogram of the study area was calculated by Eq. (6), and the semivariogram and their fitted models in four typical azimuths (0°, 45°, 90°, and 135°) with bandwidth 300 m and angle tolerance 45°, are shown in Fig. 7 . As both the range and sill varied with the direction of the semivariogram, it is the zonal anisotropy (sill anisotropy) which is the common type of anisotropy. Such a structure is difficult to transform into an isotropic semivariogram. For zonal anisotropy, sill is an important parameter to determine the magnitude of anisotropy. In these four directions, both sills of the fitted spherical models in 45°and 90°are less than 66 m 2 , and the sills in 0°and 135°are greater than 72 m 2 . After multiple trials, the major azimuth (66°) reflecting the prominent directionality along the channel was found, and a spherical model was chosen to fit the empirical semivariogram (Fig. 8a) . Its sill is 55.3 m 2 , which is less than sills of the other directions.
To illustrate the performance in decreasing the effect of anisotropy, the semivariogram of TD and MTD was calculated and compared to the one obtained with the spatial distance. As the temporal distance is introduced to replace the spatial distance, the semivariogram is calculated by Eq. (7).
where Z i is the elevation of sample at location i (m); Z i+t is the elevation of another sample taken t intervals away from i (m); and N t is the number of pairs of data at a temporal distance t.
The result is shown in Fig. 8b and c. As the different method uses a different distance metric, the ranges cannot be compared and sill may be the best available parameters to represent the level of anisotropy. Similar to the result presented by Legleiter and Kyriakidis (2008) and Boisvert and Deutsch (2011a) , smaller sill often meant a much stronger spatial correlation in observations measured at sample locations. The sill of TD which obeys the spherical model is 29 m 2 , which is much less than that of Kriging (55.3 m 2 ). So the TD may be better than the SD in modeling the topography of a river channel with stronger anisotropy. Additionally, though the linear semivariogram model of MTD cannot be compared with the spherical one, the semivariance of MTD is less than that of TD, especially when only several close samples are used in prediction. It implies MSTD may give better performance than STD.
Interpolation of river channel topography
The topography of the river channel at the Wuhan section of Changjiang River has been interpolated using the IDW, UK, STD and MSTD independently following the previous steps. A second order polynomial trend surface was fitted in UK. The major direction of UK is 66°, and the spherical model is chosen as the semivariogram model which is shown in Fig. 8a . The STD and MSTD were coded using Matlab. The n of 8 and the penalty coefficient (P) of MSTD of 32 s were selected after multiple trials between the range of the 1st and 19th 20-quantile of STD. All the results are shown in Fig. 9 .
The topography generated by IDW has many bumps and jaggies, and the thalweg of river in the lower branch is not continuous. Clearly this method does not capture the prevailing trend of river channel topography and the prediction is not accurate (Fig. 9a) .
The UK (Fig. 9b) , the STD (Fig. 9c ) and the MSTD (Fig. 9d ) have few jaggies, and the obvious and continuous thalweg in their prediction maps indicate a more realistic captured prevailing trend. In these results, the UK has many unreasonable strips (Fig. 9b) , which suggests that the UK had over-fitted the river channel topography. Meanwhile, the STD and MSTD both yielded a smooth simulation despite the local anisotropy ( Fig. 9c and d) .
Cross validation
To compare the performance of these methods quantitatively, leave-one-out cross validation was adopted for all of the 1183 samples. The predicted elevations over the measured elevations are shown in Fig. 10 with a fitted line. The coefficients of determination (R 2 ), slopes and intercepts are compared comprehensively in Fig. 10 , and indicate that the MSTD performed best, followed by STD, IDW, and UK.
Beyond coefficient of determination, three other comparison criteria are analyzed. The absolute error (AE), the mean absolute percentage error (MAPE), the mean absolute error (MAE) and the mean squared error (MSE) are included (Li et al., 2014) . The AE is a measure of the difference between a measurement and a true value in a node. MAPE gives an overall estimate of prediction accuracy and is scale independent (Kim and Kim, 2016) . The MAE is used to quantify how close forecasts or predictions are to the observations. The MSE gives the average squared difference between the measured elevation and the estimate elevation, and incorporates both the variance of the estimator and its bias.
The results of AE are shown in Fig. 11 . Based on these maps, the ranking of methods in AE is MSTD > STD > UK > IDW. The results of the other criteria are shown in Table 1 , which shows that the MSTD yielded the best performance in all the four comparison criteria, followed by the STD. These statistics also show that the MSTD and STD yield remarkable improvements in the prediction accuracy compared to the more widely used methods. Based on the theory of sediment transport, the topography of a river channel is determined by both flow and geologic-tectonic features (which are mainly reshaped by the flow), and the shortest temporal distance metric could obviously improve the performance of a topography interpolator.
The UK is better in MAPE, MSE and MAE than the IDW. It is reasonable since UK is complicated and designed to account for anisotropy. However, UK also performed worse than STD and MSTD, as the strong effect of anisotropy of a river channel is difficult to decrease by selecting a suitable covariance function in UK.
Discussion
As the flow field is an important factor for deposition and erosion of river bed sediment, it is reasonable to incorporate it into an interpolator of topography of river channels. In this study, STD and MSTD metrics estimated by flow velocity are developed. The potential for improving the performance of topography interpolator is demonstrated.
For the STD and MSTD, the flow field is first calculated by hydrodynamic equations. The flow field calculation is often complex, however, most researchers who need the topography of a river channel are able to calculate the flow field using their own models or readily-available models such as MIKE21 (Warren and Bach, 1992) , or Delft3D (Rinaldi et al., 2008) . In many studies, the flow field simulation is the next target after topography prediction. Calculating the river channel topography using STD is computationally intensive. At the current stage of development without algorithm optimization, doing the computation in Matlab requires approximately 1 h. Because this study focused mainly on improving and validating the effectiveness of the proposed methods, rather than improving the efficiency of method and decreasing the computation time, optimizing computational efficiency will be an important area for further development.
The inaccuracies of topography generated by the IDW may propagate to the flow field, and then to the topography generated by STD and MSTD. But the accuracy of hydrodynamic model is only slightly sensitive to the topography (Horritt et al., 2006) . Therefore, the inaccuracies of the topography do not significantly impact the results of STD and MSTD. The accuracy of STD and MSTD is much better than IDW, and it implies the inaccuracy of IDW propagated to STD and MSTD will be decreased. It is worth discussing how much the results of STD and MSTD are dependent on a good initial topography and a good flow simulation, and further improve the STD and MSTD. We expect that future studies will demonstrate this point.
Additionally, UK is used to compare with STD and MSTD in this study and shows a worse performance. Theoretically, UK should yield satisfactory performance as an overriding trend is assumed and modeled by a deterministic function in the interpolation. However, in conditions where the trend is extremely difficult to fit to a polynomial, UK will yield inaccuracies in the predicted topography. Some techniques such as element-by-element piecewise kriging (Wong and Kanok-Nukulchai, 2009 ) and the kriging using local anisotropies (Soares, 1992) may improve the accuracy of kriging on the river channel, and further investigation of such improvements are an important area for future study.
Conclusions
Two major conclusions can be drawn from this study:
(1) The anisotropy of topography of a river channel is often the result of hydrodynamic or transport mechanisms, and the principal axes of the anisotropy are determined by the direction of flow (Kitanidis, 1997) . Therefore, the shortest temporal distance metric estimated by flow velocity can be adopted to replace the spatial distance (Euclidean distance) metric in a spatial interpolator.
(2) The STD and MSTD have a better performance than the IDW and UK in the river sections studied. Furthermore, the MSTD has the best potential for predicting the river channel topography based on the temporal distance metric.
(d) MSTD 
